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Abstract
We consider a Nim game played on graphs, which was proposed and was named Nim on
graphs in [4], and investigate its Grundy number using matchings of graphs. Especially, by virtue
of this investigation, we can 3nd the Grundy number of Nim on trees completely. Another result
is that the problem of 3nding the Grundy number of Nim on cycles is resolved into that of Nim
on trees. Thus, we 3nd also the Grundy number of Nim on cycles completely.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We proposed a new game, as it were, a Nim game played on graphs in [4], which is
called Nim on graphs. This is an impartial game played by two players. In this paper,
we consider Nim on graphs under another hypothesis. The rule of Nim on graphs is as
follows. At 3rst, to set a starting position of the game, we 3x some 3nite undirected
graph and assign to each edge a non-negative integer. Further we take one piece and
put it at a vertex of the graph. From this given position, the game starts and proceeds
by the two players’ alternate moves with the following series of choices.
(i) Choose an edge incident with the vertex of the piece.
(ii) Decrease the value of this edge to any strictly smaller non-negative integer.
(iii) Move the piece to the adjacent vertex along this edge.
The game ends when one of the players has no moves since the value of every edge
incident with the piece’s vertex is zero. Then, according to the normal play convention,
this player loses.
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In this paper, we consider
I. Nim on graphs which have a maximum matching without alternating cycles,
II. Nim on trees and
III. Nim on cycles,
and shall investigate the following problems for these cases.
Problem A. Determine which player has a winning strategy.
Problem B. Find the Grundy number of a given position.
In Section 2, we shall introduce some notations and terminology. In Section 3, we
shall consider the case I and investigate Problem A for the case. In Section 4, we shall
investigate Problem B for the case using the result obtained in Section 3. Combining
the results obtained in Section 3 and Section 4, we can solve Problem B for Nim on
trees completely (the case II). In Section 5, to show this, we shall present an example
of solving Problem B for Nim on trees. In Section 6, we shall solve Problem B for
Nim on cycles completely (the case III).
2. Denition and terminology
All considered graphs are undirected, 3nite and have neither loops nor multiple
edges. For a graph G, we denote by V (G) and E(G) the set of its vertices and the
set of its edges, respectively. A trail is an alternating sequence of vertices and distinct
edges, v0; e1; v1; e2; v2; : : : ; vN−1; eN ; vN with ej = vj−1vj for each 15j5N . A path is a
trail with distinct vertices. A cycle is a trail v0; e1; v1; e2; v2; : : : ; vN−1; eN ; vN such that
v0 = vN and the vertices vi (0¡i¡N ) are distinct from each other and v0. We often
consider trails, paths or cycles contained in G as subgraphs of G.
Let G be a given graph. We mostly consider Nim on the graph G. We assign to
each edge e∈E(G) a non-negative integer !(e), which is called the weight of e,
by a mapping ! :E(G)→ EN=N∪{0}. We denote by G!;v the position of the game
determined by the graph G, a weight mapping ! :E(G)→ EN and a vertex v∈V (G) for
the vertex of the piece. Either player may make a move in his turn from a position G!;v
to a position G!′ ; v′ if and only if there is an edge e∈E(G) joining v and v′ such that
!′(e)¡!(e) and !′(f)=!(f) for any f = e. Then we call G!′ ; v′ an option of G!;v.
When one of the players, in his turn, has a position without options, this player loses.
When the game starts from a position, if the 3rst (respectively second) player can
win for any second (respectively 3rst) player’s move, we say that this position is a
p-position (respectively 0-position), which is named after the fact that its Grundy
number is positive (respectively 0) [2,3,5]. Then, Problem A can be rephrased by
Problem A. Determine whether a given position is a p-position or a 0-position.
To discuss our problem using matchings of graphs, we introduce some terminol-
ogy for matchings mainly according to [1]. A matching of G is de3ned as a set
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E0 of edges of G such that no two edges of E0 are adjacent. A matching E0 of G
is said to be maximum if ] E0 is maximum. Let E0 be a given matching of G. An
E0-alternating trail is de3ned to be a trail whose edges are alternately in E0 and in
E(G)\E0. An E0-alternating path and an E0-alternating cycle are de3ned similarly.
A vertex v is said to be saturated in E0 if some edge of E0 is incident with v,
and is said to be unsaturated in E0 if v is not saturated in E0. A matching E0 is
said to be perfect if all vertices of G are saturated in E0. The following theorem is
well-known.
Theorem 2.1 (Berge [1]). A matching E0 is maximum if, and only if, there exists no
E0-alternating paths between any two distinct unsaturated vertices.
Given an E0-alternating path L, the transfer along L is de3ned to be the operation
which constructs a new matching E˜0 =E0 E(L) from E0, where AB denotes the
symmetric diGerence of A and B, that is, (A− B)∪ (B− A).
In this paper, for simplicity, a trail, path or cycle with even(respectively odd) length
is said to be an even(respectively odd) trail, path or cycle.
3. Problem A for Nim on graphs and matchings on graphs
Denition 3.1. Take a maximum matching E0 of the given graph G. Let B(E0) denote
the subgraph induced by all the edges contained in E0-alternating trails starting from
unsaturated vertices. Let O(E0) (respectively I(E0)) denote the set of the vertices which
can be connected by an E0-alternating trail with even (respectively odd) length starting
from an unsaturated vertex in E0. Note that every unsaturated vertex u in E0 belongs to
O(E0) because u is connected with the unsaturated vertex u itself by the E0-alternating
trail with length 0.
In the following part of this section, we suppose that there exists a maximum match-
ing of G without alternating cycles. We 3x this matching and denote it by M . For
simplicity, we use notations B;O; I instead of B(M); O(M); I(M). The following is an
immediate consequence of Lemma in Chapter 7 of [1].
Lemma 3.1. Let E0 be a maximum matching of G. Consider the graph H determined
by V (H)=V (G) and E(H)=M E0. Each connected component of H is of one of
the following types:
Type 1. Isolated vertex.
Type 2. Even path whose edges are alternately in M and E0. One endvertex of this
path is unsaturated in E0 and the other endvertex is unsaturated in M .
Lemma 3.2. Let E0 be a maximum matching of G. The following assertions hold.
(i) For each vertex u∈O(E0), any vertex v incident with u belongs to I(E0) and
the edge vu is contained in B(E0).
(ii) For each vertex u∈ I , there exists a vertex v incident with u such that vu∈M .
This vertex v belongs to O and the edge vu is contained in B.
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Fig. 1. When O∩ I =, we will 3nd an M -alternating cycle ((a) and (b)), or an M -alternating path between
two unsaturated vertices in M (c).
(iii) B(E0) is a subgraph of B.
(iv) O ∩ I = ∅ and B is bipartite.
Proof. (i) When u is unsaturated in E0, this assertion obviously holds. Suppose that u
is saturated in E0 and take an even E0-alternating trail L between u and an unsaturated
vertex u0 in E0. Note that L is a path. If uv∈E(L), by considering the part of L from
u0 to v, one 3nds an odd E0-alternating path between u0 and v. If uv =∈ E(L), this edge
extends the E0-alternating trail L and this extended trail, which connects v and u0, has
odd length. Thus, in any case, v∈ I(E0) holds and the edge vu is contained in B(E0).
(ii) The existence of v follows trivially from the fact that u is saturated in M .
The vertex u is connected by an odd M -alternating path with an unsaturated vertex
in M . Then we observe that the edge vu∈M extends this M -alternating path and this
extended path, which connects v and u0, has even length. Thus, v∈O holds and the
edge vu is contained in B.
(iii) We shall divide the proof into two steps.
Step 1: In this step, we shall show that O(E0)⊂O. Take a vertex u∈O(E0) and
an even E0-alternating trail L between u and an unsaturated vertex in E0. Note that
L is a path. Let Eu be a maximum matching which results from E0 by the transfer
along L. We should notice that u is unsaturated in Eu. Consider the graph H determined
by V (H)=V (G) and E(H)=M Eu. Let C be a connected component of H which
contains the vertex u. If C is an isolated vertex, u is also unsaturated in M , and so,
u∈O holds. If C is an even path, by Lemma 3.1, we see that u is connected by an even
M -alternating path with an unsaturated vertex in M , and so, u∈O holds.
Step 2: Each edge e of B(E0) is contained in an E0-alternating trail starting from an
unsaturated vertex in E0. One endvertex of e belongs to O(E0). By Step 1, this vertex
also belongs to O. Thus, e∈E(B) follows from the assertion (i) with setting E0 =M .
(iv) Suppose that a vertex v∈O∩ I exists. This vertex v is connected by an even
M -alternating path L0 with an unsaturated vertex u0 in M and by an odd M -alternating
path L1 with an unsaturated vertex u1 in M . Trace L0 from v. When one meets a
vertex of L1, we 3nd an M -alternating cycle(Fig. 1(a) or (b)), in contradiction to
the hypothesis of M . Otherwise, we 3nd an M -alternating path between two unsatu-
rated vertices u0 and u1(Fig. 1(c)), in contradiction to the fact that M is a maximum
matching.
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Remark 3.1. When there exists at least one maximum matching without alternating
cycles, we can further prove that, for any two distinct maximum matchings E1
and E2,
O(E1) = O(E2); I(E1) = I(E2) and B(E1) = B(E2) hold:
Since the arguments below do not need it, we omit its proof.
Lemma 3.3. Consider a vertex u connected by an even M-alternating path L with an
unsaturated vertex u0 in M. Let ML be the maximum matching which results from
M by the transfer along L. Then, L is the unique M-alternating path between u and
u0 if, and only if, there exists no even ML-alternating cycles.
Proof. Suppose that there are two distinct M -alternating paths L and L˜ between
u and u0(Fig. 2(a)). Trace L˜ from u0. Let u1 be the 3rst vertex where L and L˜
diverge. Trace L˜ from u1 toward u and let u2 be the 3rst vertex where L and L˜
converge. Take the union of the part of L between u1 and u2 and the part of
L˜ between u1 and u2. This union forms a cycle and is denoted by C. Since both
L and L˜ are contained in the bipartite graph B, we 3nd that C is an even cycle. By
the transfer along L in M , we observe that C forms an even ML-alternating cycle
(Fig. 2(b)).
Next, suppose that there exists an even ML-alternating cycle C(Fig. 2(b)). Note that
C inevitably contains an edge of L because there is no M -alternating cycles. Trace L
from u0 and let u1 be the 3rst vertex where one meets C. Trace C from u1 outside
L and let u2 be the 3rst vertex where one meets L again. Take the union of the part
of L between u0 and u1, the part of C between u1 and u2 outside L and the part of
L between u2 and u. This union forms a path and is denoted by L˜. By the transfer
along L in ML, we observe that L˜ forms another M -alternating path between u and
u0(Fig. 2(a)).
Fig. 2. When there are two distinct M -alternating paths L and L˜ between u∈O and an unsaturated vertex
u0 in M , as in (a), there exists an even ML-alternating cycle C, as in (b). The converse also holds.
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Denition 3.2. We de3ne the set O1 consisting of vertices of O by
O1, {u ∈ O|∃ unsaturated vertex u0 in M
s:t: there exists a unique M -alternating path between u and u0}:
For each u∈O1, take such an unsaturated vertex u0. We denote by Lu the unique
M -alternating path between u and u0, and denote by Mu the maximum matching which
results from M by the transfer along Lu. Note that every unsaturated vertex u in M
belongs to O1, because we 3nd the unique M -alternating path Lu with length 0 between
u and u itself. Then, we have Mu=M .
Corollary 3.4. For each u∈O1, the following assertions hold.
(i) The vertex u is unsaturated in Mu.
(ii) There exists no Mu-alternating cycles contained in B.
Proof. (i) This assertion follows trivially from the de3nition of Mu.
(ii) Suppose that there exists an Mu-alternating cycle C and C is contained in B.
Since B is bipartite, C is an even Mu-alternating cycle. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, we 3nd
two distinct M -alternating paths between u and u0, in contradiction to u∈O1.
Remark 3.2. For a vertex u∈O1, there can exist an Mu-alternating cycle not contained
in B. Consider the positions (a), (c) and (e) given in Example 4.3 below. For each
of these positions, take a vertex u of O1 except the unsaturated vertex placed at the
center of the 3gure. Then, taking the matching Mu, we will 3nd an odd Mu-alternating
cycle not contained in B.
Denition 3.3. For an edge set E⊂E(G), a vertex set V ⊂V (G) and a vertex v∈V (G),
we de3ne the sets GE;V and GE; v consisting of positions of Nim on graphs by
GE;V , {G!;u|!(e) ¿ 0 for each e ∈ E; and u ∈ V}; and
GE;v , {G!;v|!(e) ¿ 0 for each e ∈ E}:
Given a matching E0 of G, an E0-alternating trail L starting from a vertex v is
said to be maximal if any E0-alternating trail starting from v which contains L is the
E0-alternating trail L itself.
Lemma 3.5. (i) Let v be a vertex of G. Suppose that there is a matching E0 with
the following property. Then, each position of GE0 ; v is a p-position.
The vertex v is saturated in E0, and each maximal E0-alternating trail starting
from v whose initial edge belongs to E0 has odd length.
(ii) Let v be a vertex of G. Suppose that there is a matching E0 with the following
property. Then, each position of GE0 ; v is a 0-position.
The vertex v is unsaturated in E0, and each maximal E0-alternating trail starting
from v has even length.
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Proof. We should notice that, in both cases, every E0-alternating trail starting from v
does not encounter the same vertex twice by virtue of the respective hypotheses on its
lengths. Therefore, we 3nd the following winning strategy in each case.
(i) The 3rst player has the winning strategy to choose the edge of E0 incident with
the piece’s vertex and to decrease its weight to 0 in his turn.
(ii) The second player has the same winning strategy as (i).
The following theorem gives the solution of Problem A for Nim on graphs which
have a maximum matching without alternating cycles.
Theorem 3.6. The following assertions hold.
(i) When v∈O1, each position of GMv; v is a 0-position.
(ii) When v =∈O, each position of GM;v is a p-position.
Proof. (i) By Corollary 3.4(i), the vertex v is unsaturated in Mv. Suppose that there is
a maximal Mv-alternating trail L with odd length starting from v. Then, L is contained
in B(Mv) and, by Lemma 3.2(iii), L is also contained in B. By Corollary 3.4(ii),
L is a path with odd length. Thus, L connects two unsaturated vertices in Mv, in
contradiction to the fact that Mv is a maximum matching. Therefore, Lemma 3.5(ii)
proves this assertion.
(ii) Suppose that there is a maximal M -alternating trail L with even length starting
from v whose initial edge belongs to M . Since L is a path with even length, the
terminal vertex of L is unsaturated in M , and thus, v∈O holds. Therefore, if v =∈O,
Lemma 3.5(i) proves this assertion.
Remark 3.3. Indeed, the second player in Theorem 3.6(i) and the 3rst player in The-
orem 3.6(ii) have the following winning strategy, respectively.
The strategy for the second player: Choose the edge of Mv incident with the piece’s
vertex and decrease its weight to 0.
The strategy for the :rst player: Choose the edge of M incident with the piece’s
vertex and decrease its weight to 0.
Corollary 3.7. When a vertex v is unsaturated in M, each position of GM;v is a
0-position.
Proof. As we noted in De3nition 3.2, v is connected with the unsaturated vertex v
itself by the unique M -alternating path with length 0. Thus, v∈O1 and Mv=M hold.
Therefore, this assertion follows from Theorem 3.6(i).
Example 3.1. Consider the matching consisting of the edges indicated by the thick
segments in Fig. 3(a) as the 3xed maximum matching M without alternating cycles.
The graph inside the broken lines represents the graph B. In what follows before and in
Section 5, the symbols “◦, , •” represent the vertices belonging to O1, those belonging
to O\O1 and those not belonging to O, respectively. For simplicity, let us assign to
each edge any positive weight. Then, by virtue of Theorem 3.6, we 3nd that each
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Fig. 3. A graph which has a maximum matching without alternating cycles.
position with the piece at “◦” is a 0-position and each position with the piece at “•”
is a p-position.
Indeed, if a game starts from the position (a) with the piece at “•”, the 3rst player
can always win this game by the strategy given in Remark 3.3. On the other hand,
take a vertex v∈O1, say the vertex v indicated in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) illustrates the
maximum matching Mv which results from M by the transfer along the unique M -
alternating path Lv between v and u0. If a game starts from the position (b) with
the piece at v, the second player can always win this game by the strategy given in
Remark 3.3. We should notice that, whenever the second player makes the moves in
accordance with this strategy, the piece always moves only inside B(inside the broken
lines), as mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.6(i).
4. Problem B for Nim on graphs and matchings on graphs
Let G denote the set consisting of all the positions of Nim on the graph G, O(G!;v)
the set consisting of all the options of G!;v and g(G!;v) the Grundy number of the
position G!;v.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a subset of p-positions of G and  :P→G a mapping with
the following properties.
(i) For each G!;v ∈P, the set O(G!;v)\P consists of 0-positions.
(ii) For each G!;v ∈P, (O(G!;v)∩P)=O((G!;v)) holds.
Then, for each G!;v ∈P,
g(G!;v) = g((G!;v)) + 1: (4.1)
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Proof.
Step 1: For each r with 0¡r¡g((G!;v))+ 1, we 3nd (G!;v)′ ∈O((G!;v)) with
g((G!;v)′)= r − 1. The condition (ii) ensures that we can take G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v)∩P
such that (G!′ ; v′)=(G!;v)′. By induction on options, we have
g(G!′ ;v′) = g((G!′ ;v′)) + 1 = g((G!;v)′) + 1 = (r − 1) + 1 = r:
Thus, we 3nd G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v) with g(G!′ ; v′)= r.
Since G!;v ∈P is a p-position, we also 3nd G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v) with g(G!′ ; v′)= 0.
Step 2: Let r0 = g((G!;v))+1. Suppose that there exists G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v) such that
g(G!′ ; v′)= r0. Then, since r0¿0, the condition (i) ensures that G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v)∩P.
The condition (ii) ensures that we can take (G!;v)′ ∈O((G!;v)) such that (G!;v)′=
(G!′ ; v′). By induction on options, we have
r0 = g(G!′ ;v′) = g((G!′ ;v′)) + 1 = g((G!;v)′) + 1:
So, recalling that r0 = g((G!;v)) + 1, we have g((G!;v))= g((G!;v)′), in contra-
diction to the fact that (G!;v)′ is an option of (G!;v).
By Steps 1 and 2, the proof is complete.
For an edge set E0⊂E(G), applying Lemma 4.1 with P=GE0 ; V (G) and the mapping
 : P→G de3ned by
(G!;v) = G!−1E0 ;v for each G!;v ∈ P; (4.2)
we obtain the following corollary.
Here, !− 1E0 :E(G)→ EN is the weight mapping de3ned by
(!− 1E0 )(e),
{
!(e)− 1 if e ∈ E0
!(e) if e ∈ E(G)\E0: (4.3)
Corollary 4.2. Let E0 be a subset of E(G). Suppose that, for each G!;v ∈GE0 ; V (G),
the set O(G!;v)\GE0 ; V (G) is not empty and consists of 0-positions. Then, for each
G!;v ∈GE0 ; V (G),
g(G!;v) = g(G!−1E0 ;v) + 1: (4.4)
Proof. Since O(G!;v)\GE0 ; V (G) contains at least one 0-position for each G!;v ∈GE0 ; V (G),
the set GE0 ; V (G) is a subset of p-positions of G. It suNces only to prove that the
mapping  de3ned in (4.2) satis3es the condition (ii) of Lemma 4.1. Note that the
following equations hold.
O((G!;v)) = {G;v′ |G;v′ ∈ O(G!−1E0 ;v)}
= {G!′−1E0 ;v′ |G!′−1E0 ;v′ ∈ O(G!−1E0 ;v)}
= {G!′−1E0 ;v′ |G!′ ;v′ ∈ O(G!;v) ∩ GE0 ;V (G)}
=(O(G!;v) ∩ GE0 ;V (G)):
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Here, in the second equation, !′ is taken as + 1E0 . Therefore, this corollary follows
from Lemma 4.1.
The following proposition is an example of Corollary 4.2. In Section 6.1, we shall
present other examples to which one can apply Corollary 4.2.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that G has a perfect matching M without alternating cycles.
For each G!;v ∈GM;V (G),
g(G!;v) = g(G!−1M ;v) + 1: (4.5)
Proof. Take the vertex v′ such that vv′ ∈M . Then, O(G!;v)\GM;V (G) = {G!′ ; v′}, where
!′ is determined by !′(vv′)= 0. Let G′ be the graph which results from G by removing
the edge vv′ and M ′ the matching of G′ de3ned by M ′=M\{vv′}. Since M has no
alternating cycles in G, M ′ has no alternating paths in G′ between the unsaturated
vertices v and v′. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, M ′ is a maximum matching of G′. Noting
that M ′ has no alternating cycles in G′, by Corollary 3.7, we 3nd that G!′ ; v′ is a
0-position. Therefore this proposition follows from Corollary 4.2.
We can generalize Proposition 4.3 to Nim on graphs which have a maximum, not
necessarily perfect, matching without alternating cycles. To show this, in the following
part of this section, we suppose again that the given graph G has a 3xed maximum
matching M without alternating cycles and use the notations B;O; I; O1 introduced in the
previous section. For each u∈O1, we take an M -alternating path Lu and a maximum
matching Mu beforehand in the same way as De3nition 3.2 above.
Remove all the edges of B from G and take one connected component C. We de3ne
 (C) by
 (C), {u ∈ V (G)|∃v ∈ V (C) s:t: uv ∈ E(B)}: (4.6)
Lemma 4.4. The following assertions hold.
(i) If V (C)∩O = ∅, the graph C consists of only one vertex, and  (C)⊂ I holds.
(ii) If V (C)∩O= ∅,  (C)⊂O and thus  (C)∩V (C)= ∅ hold.
Proof. (i) It is obvious from Lemma 3.2(i) with setting E0 =M .
(ii) If  (C)= ∅, this assertion holds trivially. Suppose that  (C) = ∅. For each
u∈ (C), there is a vertex v∈V (C) such that uv∈E(B). Thus, one of the two ver-
tices u and v belongs to O and the other to I . Therefore, the hypothesis of this lemma
implies that v∈ I and u∈O.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that V (C)∩O= ∅ and  (C)⊂O1. Let EL=
⋃
u∈ (C) E(Lu).
For each G!;v ∈GM∪EL;V (C),
g(G!;v) = g(G!(!);v) + 1; (4.7)





0 if e =∈ E(C)
!(e)− 1 if e ∈ M ∩ E(C)
!(e) otherwise:
(4.8)
Proof. Let  :GM∪EL;V (C)→G be the mapping de3ned by
(G!;v) = G!(!);v for each G!;v ∈ GM∪EL;V (C):
Then, this theorem follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 with P=GM∪EL;V (C) and
this mapping , once the conditions of Lemma 4.1 are satis3ed. One can check easily
the condition (ii) of Lemma 4.1 by the same argument as Corollary 4.2. Therefore,
we only need to show that, for each G!;v ∈GM∪EL;V (C), the set O(G!;v)\GM∪EL;V (C) is
not empty and consists of 0-positions (the condition (i) of Lemma 4.1), because this
ensures that GM∪EL;V (C) is a subset of p-positions of G.
Take a position G!;v ∈GM∪EL;V (C). Since V (C)∩O= ∅, the vertex v does not belong
to O. So, v is saturated in M . Taking the vertex v′ such that vv′ ∈M , we 3nd a position
G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v)\GM∪EL;V (C), where !′ is determined by !′(vv′)= 0. That is, the set
O(G!;v)\GM∪EL;V (C) is not empty.
Next, note that each position G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v)\GM∪EL;V (C) is of one of the following
types:
Type 1: G!′ ; v′ such that v′ =∈V (C). Noting that vv′ ∈E(B), we 3nd that v′ ∈ (C).
We should notice that v∈V (B) and v′ ∈V (B).
Type 2: G!′ ; v′ such that v′ ∈V (C), vv′ ∈M ∪EL and !′(vv′)= 0. Note that v =∈O
and v′ =∈O, which follows from V (C)∩O= ∅. Then, we have vv′ ∈E(C). (If vv′ ∈E(B),
one of the vertices v and v′ belongs to O.) Since, for each u∈ (C)⊂O1, Lu is con-
tained in B, we have EL⊂E(B). Combining them, we have vv′ ∈M ∩E(C). By Lemma
3.2(ii), since v =∈O, v′ =∈O and vv′ ∈M , we observe that v =∈ I and v′ =∈ I . Therefore,
we obtain v =∈V (B) and v′ =∈V (B).
When v∈V (C)∩ I , each position G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v)\GM∪EL;V (C) belongs to Type 1
because v∈ I ⊂V (B). Note that v′ ∈ (C)⊂O1 and G!;v ∈GM∪EL; v⊂GMv′ ; v. Since v′
is unsaturated in Mv′ , we see that G!′ ; v′ ∈GMv′ ; v′ . Consequently, by Theorem 3.6(i),
we conclude that G!′ ; v′ is a 0-position.
When v∈V (C)\I , each position G!′ ; v′ ∈O(G!;v)\GM∪EL;V (C) belongs to Type 2
because v =∈V (B). Let G′ be the graph which results from G by removing the edge
vv′ and M ′ the matching of G′ de3ned by M ′=M\{vv′}. Then, we should notice that
both the vertices v and v′ of G′ are unsaturated in M ′. Since M has no alternating
cycles in G, M ′ has no alternating paths in G′ between v and v′. Since neither v nor
v′ belongs to V (B), M ′ has also no alternating paths in G′ between either v or v′ and
any other unsaturated vertex. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, M ′ is a maximum matching
of G′. Noting that M ′ has no alternating cycles in G′, by Corollary 3.7, we conclude
that G!′ ; v′ is a 0-position.
Remark 4.1. Proposition 4.3 is a special case of Theorem 4.5 that B is the empty
graph.
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Fig. 4. Applying Theorem 4.5 to the graph in Fig. 3.
Example 4.1. Consider the graph in Fig. 3(a). From this graph, remove all the edges
belonging to E(B), that is, all the edges inside the broken lines in Fig. 3(a). Then
we have two connected components except for isolated vertices, one in below left and
the other in above right, which are denoted by C1 and C2, respectively. Noting that
 (C1)⊂O1, one can apply Theorem 4.5 with setting C =C1. On the other hand, we
note that  (C2) ⊂O1, one can not apply Theorem 4.5 with setting C =C2.
Let us apply Theorem 4.5 with setting C =C1 to the graph in Fig. 3(a). Then,
we 3nd that the set M ∪EL consists of the edges indicated by the thick segments in
Fig. 4(a). For each position G!;v ∈GM∪EL:V (C) in Fig. 4(a), we have the position G!(!); v
in Fig. 4(b) and the equation
g(position (a)) = g(position (b)) + 1: (4.9)
Here we suppress the edges not belonging to E(C) in Fig. 4(b), because their weights
are zero, and so, these edges do not aGect the game essentially.
When one can apply Theorem 4.5 to a position G!;v, Problem B for G!;v is reduced
to that for the smaller position G!(!); v. One may or may not apply Theorem 4.5 to the
reduced position G!(!); v. If we have a series of fortunes, one may apply Theorem 4.5
to the reduced position again and again, and may 3nd the Grundy number of the given
position in the end. Next, we present such positions.
Example 4.2. The position (a) in Fig. 5 is an example whose Grundy number is found
by an iterated application of Theorem 4.5. Here we assign any positive weight to each
edge placed vertically. The positions (b)–(g) illustrate a series of the reduced positions
which results from the position (a) by an iterated application of Theorem 4.5 in order.
That is, we have
g(position (a)) = g(position (b)) + 1
= g(position (c)) + 2 = · · · = g(position (g)) + 6: (4.10)
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Fig. 5. A position (a) whose Grundy number can be found by an iterated application of Theorem 4.5.
Here, the thick segments in the respective 3gures indicate the edges of the maximum
matching M adopted in applying Theorem 4.5 to the respective positions. In the 3gures
(b)–(g), we suppress the edges with 0 weight, because they do not aGect the game
essentially. When k=2, the Grundy number of the position (g) is trivially equal to
k − 2, and thus, by Eq. (4.10), we 3nd the Grundy number of the position (a) to be
k + 4. (In applying Theorem 4.5 to the positions (a), (c) and (e), we consider B as
the empty graph.)
Example 4.3. The positions (a), (c) and (e) in Fig. 6 are other examples to which
one can apply Theorem 4.5. Here, we assign any positive weight to each edge without
numbers. For each of the positions (a), (c) and (e), consider the edge set consisting
of the thick segments of its 3gure as the maximum matching M . Then, for each of
them, we 3nd an unsaturated vertex in M at the center of its 3gure. Applying Theorem
4.5 reduces Problem B for the positions (a), (c) and (e) to that for the positions (b),
(d) and (f), respectively, where the edges with 0 weight are suppressed. Consider the
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Fig. 6. Another positions (a), (c) and (e) to which one can apply Theorem 4.5.
position (b). It is a position of Nim on even cycles, whose Grundy number will be
found to be 9 in Example 6.4 (Fig. 10(a)) below. Using this result, we 3nd the Grundy
number of the position (a) to be 10 as in Fig. 6(a) and (b), where the symbols “+;=”
represent the arithmetic operation for Grundy numbers. Next, consider the position (d).
Taking the matching consisting of the thick segments in Fig. 6(d), we observe that the
piece’s vertex of the position (d) belongs to O1. Thus, by applying Theorem 3.6(i) to
the position (d), we 3nd its Grundy number to be 0, and so, that of the position (c)
to be 1 as in Fig. 6(c) and (d). Lastly, consider the position (f). Applying Theorem
4.5 reduces Problem B for the position (f) to that for the position (g) whose Grundy
number is trivially 0. Therefore, we 3nd the Grundy number of the position (e) to be
2 as in Fig. 6(e)–(g).
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Fig. 7. A position of Nim on trees.
5. Nim on trees
In this section, we consider Nim on trees. Take any maximum matching M of G.
Then, we should notice that M has obviously no alternating cycles and that O=O1
holds. Therefore, combining Theorem 3.6(i) and Theorem 4.5 obtained in the previous
sections, we can solve Problem B for Nim on trees completely. We illustrate how to
3nd the Grundy number with the following example.
Example 5.1. Consider the position (a) of Fig. 7. Take the maximum matching M con-
sisting of the thick segments and 3nd its graph B inside the broken lines. Then, applying
Theorem 4.5 to this position, we have the equation g(position (a))= g(position (b))+1.
Next, remove the edges with 0 weight from the position (b) and consider the position
(c) instead. Similarly, applying Theorem 4.5 to the position (c), we have the equa-
tion g(position (b))= g(position (c))= g(position (d)) + 1. Remove the edges with 0
weight from the position (d) and consider the position (e) instead. By Theorem 3.6(i)
or Corollary 3.7, the position (e) is a 0-position. Consequently, we conclude that the
Grundy number of the position (a) is equal to that of (c) + 1 and to that of (e) + 2,
which is equal to 2.
6. Nim on cycles
In this section, we consider Nim on cycles and solve Problem B for it.
6.1. Nim on odd cycles
First, we consider Nim on odd cycles. It is an example to which one can apply
Corollary 4.2.
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Fig. 8. A position (a) of Nim on odd cycles and the position (b) of Nim on trees obtained by an iterated
application of Proposition 6.1.
Proposition 6.1. Let G!;v be a position of Nim on odd cycles. When G!;v ∈GE(G); V (G),
we have
g(G!;v) = g(G!−1;v) + 1: (6.1)
Here, !− 1 : E(G)→ EN is the weight mapping de:ned by
(!− 1)(e), !(e)− 1 for each e ∈ E(G):
Proof. Let v1 and v2 be the two vertices adjacent to v. For each G!;v ∈GE(G); V (G), we
observe that O(G!;v)\GE(G); V (G) = {G!1 ;v1 ; G!2 ;v2}, where, for i=1 or i=2, G!i; vi is the
option of G!;v determined by !i(vvi)= 0. Since these options are essentially positions
of Nim on an even path with the piece at one endvertex of this path, we observe that
they are both 0-positions. Therefore, this proposition follows from Corollary 4.2.
An iterated application of Proposition 6.1 resolves Problem B for Nim on odd cycles
into that for Nim on trees. Consequently, we can solve Problem B for Nim on odd
cycles completely. We illustrate it with the following example.
Example 6.1. Consider the position (a) in Fig. 8. An iterated application of Proposition
6.1 to the position (a) three times gives the equation,
g(position (a)) = g(position (b)) + 3: (6.2)
Noting that the position (b) is a position of Nim on trees, we 3nd its Grundy number
to be 2 in the same way as Example 5.1. Consequently we conclude that the Grundy
number of the position (a) is equal to that of the position (b) +3, which is equal to 5.
Combining several odd cycles, we 3nd out more complicated examples of Corol-
lary 4.2.
Example 6.2. The positions in Fig. 9 are examples to which one can apply Corollary
4.2 with taking as E0 the set consisting of the edges indicated by the thick segments
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Fig. 9. Positions to which one can apply Corollary 4.2.
in the respective 3gures. Since it may be tedious to check the hypothesis of Corollary
4.2, we shall omit its proof.
6.2. Nim on even cycles
Next, we consider Nim on even cycles. Each maximum matching of even cycles has
an alternating cycle. Almost all arguments above do not serve to solve Problem B for
Nim on even cycles, which looks like a diGerent problem. To 3nd the Grundy number
of Nim on even cycles, we introduce a function gk(m; n) of non-negative integers m; n
and k, which is de3ned inductively by
gk(m; n),mex{m′+∗ n; m+∗ n′; gk′(m; n)|0
5m′¡m; 05 n′¡n; 05 k ′¡k}: (6.3)
Here +∗ is the Nim sum [2,3,5]. For each subset K ⊂ EN, mex(K) is de3ned as min
( EN\K). We should notice that g0(m; n)=m+∗ n [2,3,5].
Example 6.3. For example, we have the following list immediately by the de3ni-
tion (6.3).
g0(4; 5) = 4+
∗ 5 = 1 g1(4; 5) = 2 g2(4; 5) = 3 g3(4; 5) = 8 g4(4; 5) = 9:
Proposition 6.2. Let G!;v be a position of Nim on even cycles. Denote the two perfect
matchings of G by E0 and E1. Then, the Grundy number of G!;v is given by the
formula
g(G!;v) = gk(m; n); (6.4)
where m=min{!(e) | e∈E0}, n=min{!(e) | e∈E1} and k = g(G!−m1E0−n1E1 ; v). Here,
!− m1E0 − n1E1 :E(G)→ EN is the weight mapping de:ned by
(!− m1E0 − n1E1 )(e),
{
!(e)− m if e ∈ E0
!(e)− n if e ∈ E1: (6.5)
Proof. The proof will be done in two steps.
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Fig. 10. Positions of Nim on even cycles.
Step 1: First, we show that, for any r with 05r¡gk(m; n), there exists an option
G!′ ; v′ of G!;v with r= g(G!′ ; v′).
(i) The case when r=m′+∗ n for some m′ with 05m′¡m. Let v′ be the vertex such
that vv′ ∈E0 and let G!′ ; v′ be the option of G!;v determined by !′(vv′)=m′. Then,
G!′−m′1E0−n1E1 ; v′ is a position of Nim on even paths, whose Grundy number is trivially
equal to 0. By induction on options, we see that the Grundy number of G!′ ; v′ is equal
to g0(m′; n)=m′+
∗ n.
(ii) The case when r=m+∗ n′ for some n′ with 05n′¡n. Let v′ be the vertex such
that vv′ ∈E1 and let G!′ ; v′ be the option of G!;v determined by !′(vv′)= n′. Then, in
the same way as the case (i), we see that the Grundy number of G!′ ; v′ is equal to
g0(m; n′)=m+
∗ n′.
(iii) The case when r= gk′(m; n) for some k ′ with 05k ′¡k. By the de3nition of k,
there exists an option of G!−m1E0−n1E1 ; v whose Grundy number is equal to k
′. We can
write this option in the form G!′−m1E0−n1E1 ; v′ . Note that G!′ ; v′ is an option of G!;v. By
induction on options, we see that the Grundy number of G!′ ; v′ is equal to gk′(m; n).
Step 2: Next, we show that there exists no options of G!;v whose Grundy number is
equal to gk(m; n). Let K be the set which consists of the Grundy numbers of the options
of G!−m1E0−n1E1 ; v. Then, by induction on options, we observe that the Grundy number
of each option of G!;v is equal to one of the non-negative integers m′+
∗ n (05m′¡m),
m+∗ n′ (05n′¡n) and gk′(m; n) (k ′ ∈K). Since k =∈K , the Grundy number of any
option of G!;v is not equal to gk(m; n).
By Steps 1 and 2, the proof is complete.
Note that the position G!−m1E0−n1E1 ; v in Proposition 6.2 is nothing but a position of
Nim on trees. Therefore, Proposition 6.2 resolves Problem B for Nim on even cycles
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into that for Nim on trees. Consequently, we can solve Problem B for Nim on even
cycles completely. We illustrate it with the following example.
Example 6.4. Consider the positions (a) and (b) in Fig. 10. Here, the dark seg-
ments and the light segments indicate the edges belonging to E0 and E1, respec-
tively. Then, for both the positions (a) and (b), we have m=min{!(e) | e∈E0}=4
and n=min{!(e) | e∈E1}=5. We obtain the respective positions G!−m1E0−n1E1 ; v as in
Fig. 10(a)′ and (b)′.
Noting that both the positions (a)′ and (b)′ are positions of Nim on trees, we 3nd
their Grundy numbers to be 4 and 2, respectively, in the same way as Example 5.1.
Consequently, by Proposition 6.2, we 3nd the Grundy number of the position (a) to
be g4(4; 5)=9 and that of the position (b) to be g2(4; 5)=3; see Example 6.3.
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